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The objective of this paper is to extend the idea of viscosity solution for 
nonlinear first order Hamilton-Jacobi equations, U, + H(t, x, D.,u) = 0, 
with time-continuous H to time-measurable hamiltonians. We are primarily 
motivated by the fact that control problems, for which the value function is 
the viscosity solution of a Hamilton-Jacobi equation, should not be restric- 
ted to continuity in time. In Barron and Jensen [ 1 ] we were confronted 
with a linear Hamilton-Jacobi equation arising in the proof of the Pon- 
tryagin which had time-measurable coeflicients. The existing theory of 
viscosity solutions did not apply to even this case. Moreover, important 
models of controlled first order HamiltonJacobi equations require time- 
measurable controls. For example, models of controlled traffic flow or 
queueing processes might be of this type. 
We are about then to extend the definition of viscosity solution to 
“generalized viscosity solution” applying to time-measurable hamiltonians. 
In this paper we give the definition and derive the corresponding uni- 
queness result with an implicit domain of dependence consequent. The fun- 
damental technique used in the proof is the so-called “blow up” method 
which has also been used elsewhere [S], although not in the generality 
discussed here. This method effectively freezes the point (to, x0) under 
consideration and essentially removes it from the problem. Of course t, is 
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causing the problems. With this point frozen standard viscosity solutions 
can be used. Therefore the blow up method itself is of substantial 
independent interest. 
Time-measurable hamiltonians were first considered by Ishii [7] by a 
method completely different from ours. Ishii’s method essentially involves 
approximation by continuous hamiltonians. The method we use instead 
involves restricting the class of test functions used in the Crandall, Evans, 
and Lions [4] definition of viscosity solution. We believe that this method 
has some advantages. First, it seems possible to extend our method to 
hamiltonians which are also only measurable in x since we freeze both t 
and x using the blow ups. So both t and x are eliminated from the 
problem. Second, our method does not involve the choice or establishment 
of any continuous approximation to the hamiltonian. Our definition looks 
at the hamiltonian at Lebesgue points and so, in a vague sense is a natural 
way to view the problem. In any case we do present another way of 
looking at such problems which also holds promise for the second order 
equations which R. Jensen is considering. 
Ishii establishes existence and uniqueness results under more general 
hypotheses than assumed here. We believe that our method extends to 
Ishii’s hypotheses but we leave this as an open problem. We also believe 
that our definition of viscosity solution for time-measurable hamiltonians is 
equivalent to Ishii’s but this is also open. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we make the definition of 
generalized viscosity solution. We require that the solution be Lipschitz 
and that H(., ., p) is Lipschitz in p. Since our motivation is control 
problems this is a reasonable hypothesis. However, it is much more restric- 
tive than Ishii’s conditions and the extension of our result to Ishii’s 
hypotheses is open. On the other hand, proving that our formulation 
extended to continuous viscosity solutions is equivalent to Ishii’s will do 
the job in one stroke. 
Section 2 is the discussion of the blow-up method and is fundamental to 
this paper. Section 3 contains our proof of a pointwise comparison prin- 
ciple (Theorem 1.1) from which uniqueness follows immediately. 
Lions and Perthame [S] have also considered time measurable 
hamiltonians. Their approach uses accretive operator ideas. The main 
result of [S] is that the Lions-Perthame definition and the definition of 
Ishii are equivalent. 
Finally, let us mention that the results of this paper were obtained before 
we were aware of either Ishii’s or Lions-Perthame’s results. Their existence 
was made known to us by Crandall to whom we are grateful. 
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1. GENERALIZED VISCOSITY SOLUTIONS 
In this paper we are primarily concerned with the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation which we shall, for simplicity in what follows, write as follows 
au/at + fqt, X, D+) =f(t, X) (1.1) 
for (t, x) in [0, T) x Sz, where Sz is an open set in R”. We will have a ter- 
minal condition associated with Eq. (1.1) since we have in mind control 
problems as examples: 
4 T, xl = g(x), XEQ. (1.2) 
For the hamiltonian H: [0, r] x Sz x R” + R’ and the functions f and g 
we assume 
(H) H(t, x, p) is Lebesgue measurable in t and uniformly continuous 
in (x, p) on compact subsets of [0, T] x 52 x R”. The function 
f: [0, T] x a + R’ is assumed to be Lebesgue measurable in t and 
uniformly continuous in x on compact subsets of [0, T] x 51. The function 
g: G + R’ is assumed uniformly continuous on compact subsets of Q. 
Further H(t, ., .) and f(t, . ) are in L’(0, T) and there is L > 0 so that 
IH(t,x,P)-H(t,x,q)ldLlP-ql. 
We require the following for use in our definition of generalized viscosity 
solution. 
DEFINITION. Let R SL c R” -+ R’ be Lebesgue measurable. A set Q c 0 
is said to be a uniform Lebesgue set of F if 
1 
lim sup - 
r-0 zeQ m(&) I 
IF(z+y)-F(z)1 dy=O, 
8, 
where m is n-dimensional Lebesgue measure and B, is the ball of radius r 
centered at the origin. 
Remark. Since we are extending the theory of viscosity solutions from 
continuous hamiltonians (in t) to measurable hamiltonians in t, it is 
natural to consider Lebesgue points. The preceding definition will play a 
central role. 
We now can define our notion of generalized viscosity solution: 
DEFINITION. A bounded Lipschitz continuous function U: [0, r] x 
Sz + R’ is a generalized viscosity supersolution (resp., subsolution) of (1.1) if 
for any sequence of points { (ti, xi)} in [0, T] x 0 and sequence of 
functions (d;}, with di E C2( [0, T] x n) satisfying 
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(i) (ti, xi) --f (to, x0) as i-, ~3; 
(ii) for any compact subsets X and P of Q, the set (to} x Xx P is a 
uniform Lebesgue set of H and (to) x X is a uniform Lebesgue set off; 
(iii} there is a constant k > 0 such that, for each i, sup{ IOf-,, Cbi(t, x)1; 
(f, x) E [0, T] x 52) <k/It, - t,l (where D”,,, means any second order 
derivative); 
(iv) for each i, u - qSi has a minimum (resp. maximum) of 0 attained 
at (tj, xi). 
Then 
lim inf [a#i(tj, Xi)/dt + ffft0, X0, Dx#j(ti, Xi)11 2.f(&, X0)). 
i-rm 
A Lipschitz function which is both a generalized viscosity sub and super- 
solution is a generalized viscosity solution of (1.1) and (1.2) if 
u( T, x) = g(x), x E St. 
Remark. Condition (iii) is critical and is a funcamental difference in the 
ordinary definition of viscosity solution. We are putting a bound on the 
rate at which the second derivatives explode as fi + t,, independent of x. 
Also the condition (iii) cannot be expressed in terms of D6, DC and so a 
basic difference in approaches is also evident. 
Remark. Lemma 2.2 will establish conditions under which (ii) holds. 
Remark. Our definition of generalized viscosity solution is completely 
different from that of Lions [S] or Ishii [7]. Lions is motivated by 
accretive operator methods and Ishii by the approach of (essentially) 
approximating by continuous hamiltonians. 
The primary goal of this paper is to prove. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let (H) ~ol~for t~~f~ncf~~~s fi(t, x) andf2(r, x). Let u, 
(resp., u2) be a generalized viscosity subsolution (resp. supersolution) of ( 1.1) 
with f replaced by fi (resp. fi). Then, we have at each (to, x0) E [0, T) x $2, 
+s sup (fib xl-fib, xl)- & &I .r E Tto,.&) 
where T,o.,o(s) is set (x E Q I xoi - L(S - to) G xi 6 xoi +- L(S - to), I Q i<n). 
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Uniqueness of generalized viscosity solutions is an immediate con- 
sequence of Theorem 1.1. 
2. THE BLOW-UP METHOD 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on removing the dependence of H on 
t and x. We can accomplish this using the “blow-up” method. This method 
has also been used in Evans and Ishii [S]. 
DEFINITION. Fix (to, x0) in (0, T) x Q. Let {si} c R’ and (xi} CQ be 
sequences such that E,JO and x,-+x0. Given the bounded Lipschitz 
function u(t, x) on [0, T] x 52, define the sequence of functions 
u’(t, x) = (u(t, + Eif, xi+ EiX) - u(t,, x;))/q, i = 1, 2,... 
Since u is Lipschitz on [0, T] x Q, each function ui is also Lipschitz on 
[0, T] x Q. Then the sequence {a’} consists of functions which have the 
same Lipschitz constant and therefore, by Arzela-Ascoli, has a convergent 
subsequence in the sup norm to a Lipschitz function. If ui denotes such a 
convergent subsequence, then the function 
~~(2, x) = lim u’(t, x) 
;+a, 
is called a blow-up of u (at (to, x0)). 
The point to be made in the next theorem is that blow-ups allow us to 
freeze the point (to, x,,). This effectively removes t,, x,, from the 
hamiltonian and the remaining hamiltonian depends continuously on p. 
Consequently, standard viscosity solutions apply. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (to, x0) be fixed in [0, T) x Q. Suppose that 
{to} x Xx P is a untform Lebesgue set of H( t, x, p) for any compact subsets 
XandPofGandalso (t,,}xX is a untform Lebesgue set off (t, x). Suppose 
that u(t, x) is a generalized viscosity supersolution (resp. subsolution) of 
(1.1). With urn a blow-up function of u (at (to, x,)), it follows that uoo is a 
viscosity (in the ordinary Crandall-Lions sense) supersolution (resp. sub- 
solution ) of 
u,(t, xl + H(to, xo, D.-At, x)) =f(to, xo) in [0, T)xlR. (2.1) 
Remark. uoo is the limit of any convergent subsequence of (~~1. 
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Proof: By definition, uoo is a viscosity supersolution of (2.1) if for any 4 
in, say C’( [0, T] x Q), if (zP - d)(t, x) > 0 and at (r,,, &) in [0, T] x 52, 
(urn - b)(~,, To) = 0, then 4r(~oy to) + H(t,, x0, D,~(T~, to)) %f(fo, x0). 
Using Taylor’s theorem, this is seen to be equivalent to the condition: 
If 
Urn(f, x) - { Urn(70, 50) + (t - 70) 4,(70,50) + (x - (0). D,4(70, (0) 
- KC~t--z,~2+Ix-5,121}3~C~~-~“~2+I~-50121 
(2.2) 
for some positive constants K and k, then 
d,(To, lo) + mto, x0, ~,&~o, L3)) <f(to, x0). (2.3) 
To establish this condition we define 
- K[ (t - to - &To)~ + IX - Xi - EiTol *I/&;, 
where E; JO and xi + x0. 
Let (ti, ti), for each i, be points at which u - tji has a minimum. 
Then, since u is Lipschitz continuous, we must have 
where C is a constant independent of i. Using the definition of I(li this gives 
and so 
for another constant C independent of i. C will henceforth denote a generic 
constant independent of i. The last inequality allows us to conclude that 
I <Ti- to, Ci-Xi)I G C&i. 
That is, Izi- t,l/~~ and l<j-xil/~i are both o(1). Define 
$(4 x) = #I(709 50)(t - 70) + DA70, ro)(x - lo) - KC(f - 70l2 + lx - 501’1. 
505/68/I-2 
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Note that 
(U-~i)i(r,X)~EE;‘[(U-~i)(tO+Ejt,Xi+EjX)-(U-~j)(t0,Xi)] 
= U’(C x) - $(f, x) + C(ql, 50) 
where 
C is a constant depending on (q,, &,): 
C(ro, to) = #r(Zo, 50) 70 +DA(~o, 50) 50 + c; + 1501’). 
From the definitions of u’, tii and $ we have 
t” - J/i)iTi3 5i) = u(zi5 ti) 
- (4t(t0, 5013 Dx4(TO, 50)) ’ (‘i- fO-EiTO, 5i-xj-EitO) 
+K[(Z~-tO-EjTO)2+ I[j-Xi-Ej<O1*]/Ej 
and 
(6,,(y, %) = (u-$J(r,, (;)-u(t,, Xi)/Ei. 
I I 
Thus, if u - t+bi is minimized at z~, ci then U’ - $ is minimized at 
For each i, define mi by 
Then we have with I. E (#,(T~, lo), D,#(ro, to)), 
and 
*( 
zj- to 5iyxi --T 
0, 
-- 5 
0 
1t.f / ] 
&i > 
x’-<02 =o 
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Manipulate the last equation as 
o= u’ 
[( 
7:i- t, <,-xi CT 
! ( 
zj-to &--Xi 
-,- --u -7- 
6, Ei &i &i )I 7i- t* &-xi + urn -,- - [ ( 1 i ~O”f70t50~+~* ( 7i- to tiexi r y--70ty- 0 
~~,(+~70~+,~~~o~2,]~ ’ 
) 
+ CUrn(70,50) - 470, to11 + C4to, &A -WI. 
Hence, using the condition (2.2) we have 
+ CUm(70v tO)-“‘(703 tOI1 f C”‘(709 tOJFmil* 
However, by (2.4) we have for each i at (zo, to), 
z4i(70, 50) -m; 2 0. 
Consequently, since (( (zi - to)/~i, (ti - xi)/ci)) is bounded and ui -+ uco we 
get 
so that 
IZi - l() - EiZO( = O(Ei) and 15, - xi - E&j = O(Ei). (2.5) 
Next, from the definition of tij we have 
~~j(~,x)/~t=~~(70, SO)-~(I-tU-Ei70), 
I 
D,vQi(f x)=DA70, So)-~(x-xi-EitO). 
I 
And from (2.5), Iim,+, WAri* t;iVat=#ttf*7 to), lim,-+, D,yJli(Zjt 5j)= 
Dx4(7,, to). 
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Summarizing, we have ri-+ lo, 5, +x0; U- $i attains a minimum at 
(rj, ti) and condition (ii) of Definition (1.2) is obviously satisfied. Then, 
since u is a generalized viscosity supersolution, we have 
so that by the preceding 
We have shown that urn is a viscosity supersolution of (2.1). This completes 
the proof since the proof for subsolutions is entirely similar. 
The following lemma proves that uniform Lebesgue sets of H and fare 
plentiful. 
LEMMA 2.2. For a.e. t, V compact subsets X, P c 52, {t} x Xx P is a 
uniform Lebesgue set of H( t, x, p) and {t} x X is a uniform Lebesgue set of 
“04 x). 
ProoJ: The lemma immediately follows from the following general 
result: Given a function, F(t, z), F: [0, 7J x Q + R’, D open subset of R” 
with F Lebesgue measurable in t and uniformly continuous in z on com- 
pact subsets of Q then, for a.e. t, 
. 1r !‘_mo 5 s IF(t+s,z)-F(t,z)( ds=O -_* 
uniformly in z on compact subsets of Q. To prove this result we define for 
fixed t 
G’(r,z)=;/; IF(t+ss,z)-F(t,z)Jds. r 
Since F is uniformly continuous in z, we have 
IG’(r,z)--Yr,y)l= &-J; IF(t+s,z)-F(t,z)lds r 
-;J; IFCt+s, y)-F(t, y)l ds r 
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where (r is a positive function inde~ndent of t decreasing to 0 with its 
argument. 
We have then that G’(r, z) is uniformly continuous in z for each t. 
Further, since F is Lebesgue measurable in t, there is a countable dense set 
{z, > c fz such that 
lim G’(r, z,) = 0. 
r-0 
But then lim r +. G’(r, z) = 0 for every z E f2 since we showed G’ is 
uniformly continuous in z. Then we conclude that G’(r, z) + 0 uniformly as 
r + 0 for z in a compact subset of Sz. 1 
Remark. By Lemma 2.2 for a.e. 80~ [0, T), if u is a generalized viscosity 
solution of U, + H(t, x, D,Y~) =f(t, x) then urn is a viscosity solution of 
w, + mto, x0, D,w) =f(fo, x0). 
We are now prepared to present the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
Let (to, x0) E [0, T) x S2 be a fixed point. Let t be so that to < z < T and 
define < by 
%(% 5) - et% 8 = SUP L-Q% xl - @2(5 XII. 
.v 62 7;0, r& ) 
Recall that T,O,~YO(s) = {x E Sn 1 xo;-L(s-t,)~xi~xx,i+L(s-t,), l<:i<:n). 
Define y(s) = supX E f ,o,,fs) [uJs, x) - z+(s, x) 1, to G s < T. Then let (ti> and 
(xi> be sequences uch that, X,E T,,,(ti), tit z and xi -+ 5 as i-, co with 
y(t,) = u,(ti, xi) - u,(t,, xi). For j= 1, 2, put 
uj(t, xi=-& [Uj(Z + (7 - tj) t, Xi + (7 - tj) X) - Uj(Z* Xj) J 
, 
and u,?(t, x) the limit as i -+ 03 of a convergent subsequence of { uj(t, X>)i. 
In other words, r$? is a blow up of uj, j= 1,2, at (5, xi). Then, by 
Theorem 2.1 we have that 
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UT is a viscosity subsolution of w,+H(r, 5, D,w) =fi(z, l) on 
(-m$, x52, 
(b) UT is a viscosity supersolution of w, + H(r, 5, D,w) =f2(5, 5) on 
(-co,O]xrz. 
Then, we also have 
u;“(-l,O)-u?(-l,O)= lim i_~~l”,(ti,xi)-UI(I,Xi) 
I 
= -du,(z, ()/at + du*(t, tyat 
= -y’(z). 
But 
And, by definition of xi, each term in this last limit is nonpositive. 
Consequently, combining the above pieces we may apply the comparison 
principle of Crandall and Lions [3] to get 
-Y’(~)=u;“(-l,O)-u,“(--l,O)6 Cf,(? r)-fi(? 511 
and so -f(T) d sup,, ~,,,r,+Tj [fl(z, x) -f2(t, x)] ~ for t, d t d T. Inte- 
grating this inequality from t, to T we get 
But y(b) = ul(to, XC,) - dt,, x0) and y(T) d supxen [u,(x, T) - u,(x, T)] + 
and the theorem follows. 
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